Effect of Strain Rate on Hydrogen Embrittlement Susceptibility of Twinning-Induced Plasticity Steel Pre-charged with High-Pressure Hydrogen Gas
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Abstract

The effects of tensile strain rate on the hydrogen-induced mechanical and microstructural features of a twinning-induced plasticity (TWIP) steel were investigated using a Fe-23Mn-0.5C steel with a saturated amount of hydrogen. To obtain a homogeneous hydrogen distribution, high-pressure hydrogen gas pre-charging was performed at 423 K. Similar to previous studies on hydrogen embrittlement, the deterioration in the tensile properties became distinct when the strain rate was decreased from $0.6 \times 10^{-3}$ to $0.6 \times 10^{-4}$ s$^{-1}$. In terms of microstructural features, hydrogen-precharging decreased the thickness of deformation twin plates, and it localized dislocation slip. Moreover, facets of the hydrogen-induced quasi-cleavage feature on the fracture surface became smoother with decreasing strain rate. In this study, we proposed that a combined effect of hydrogen segregation, slip localization, and thinning of twin plates causes the hydrogen embrittlement of TWIP steels, particularly at a low strain rate.
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1. Introduction

Owing to the exceptional combination of mechanical properties, such as a high work hardening capability that allows a high tensile strength with significant ductility, austenitic Fe-Mn-C twinning-induced plasticity (TWIP) steels are attractive candidate materials for use in the automotive, defense, and mining industries [1]. The excellent mechanical properties of TWIP steel, which has a face-centered cubic (FCC) crystal structure at room temperature, have been subject of several studies [2–4], many of which revealed that the main features underlying the observed mechanical behavior are the presence of deformation twins and the occurrence of dynamic strain aging (DSA) [5,6]. Specifically, twin nucleation starts at the onset of plastic deformation and twin density increases during plastic deformation, forming $\Sigma 3$ twin boundaries, which reduce the mean free path of dislocations and act as strong obstacles against dislocation motion. In addition, DSA causes pinning of mobile dislocations, promoting the multiplication rate of dislocations. Twinning and DSA provide a sustained high work hardening capacity in TWIP steels, delaying plastic instability [7–10].

In the present context, it is important to note that the FCC structure provides for a low diffusion coefficient of hydrogen. Thus, austenitic steels have been noted as potential materials for hydrogen-related infrastructures because of the low hydrogen diffusivity [11,12]. Accordingly, the austenitic TWIP steels have been also suggested as structural materials to be used in hydrogen environments such as high-pressure hydrogen gas atmospheres in fuel vehicles [13]. However, it has also been reported that TWIP steels are vulnerable to hydrogen embrittlement (HE), which can cause sudden catastrophic failure [14–17]. Therefore, to broaden the field of applications to hydrogen-related infrastructures, understanding and
improving the HE susceptibility performance of TWIP steels has become a critical problem that needs to be solved.

The HE susceptibility of different types of TWIP steels has been studied using different experimental methods including tensile and cup forming tests [14,17–19,13] and indentation tests [20]. Previous studies have mostly focused on the effects of alloying elements [15,21,22], hydrogen content [23], grain size [24,25], precipitates [26], ε martensite [27], and coating layers [28] on the HE behavior of TWIP steels. Moreover, the effects of hydrogen on the fracture mode of TWIP steel has been well studied [15,29]. Consequently, in stable Fe-Mn-C TWIP steels, the factors affecting the HE susceptibility are the formation of a surface layer, appearance of deformation twins, and occurrence of strain aging, causing the transition of the fracture mode from ductile to brittle [15,21,30]. However, in spite of the many works on the HE of TWIP steels, there are only a limited number of studies focusing on the effects of strain rate on HE with a focus on micro-scale deformation mechanisms. In austenitic steels including TWIP steels the hydrogen diffusivity is a key parameter, which is strongly correlated to the strain rate dependence of the susceptibility for hydrogen embrittlement. Therefore, the strain rate dependence of HE behavior in the TWIP steels is a crucial issue. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, a detailed microstructure analysis of TWIP steels deformed at different strain rates after high-pressure hydrogen gas charging has never been conducted. Hence, metallographic investigations of the strain rate effect with the high-pressure gas charging were conducted to shed light on an important aspect of the underlying HE mechanisms.

In this study, the effects of strain rate on the HE susceptibility of Fe-23Mn-0.5C TWIP steel charged with hydrogen gas were investigated by tensile testing at ambient temperature. Specifically, this study aims at clarifying the effects of strain rate on HE and associated
microstructural effects. To elucidate the effects of strain rate, the microstructural investigations were conducted using in-situ scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM).

2. Experimental Details

2.1 Materials

In the present study, an Fe-23Mn-0.5C (wt.-%) TWIP steel was investigated, and its chemical composition is presented in Table 1. Prior to actual testing, the material was solution heat treated at 1273 K for 1 h and then water quenched. The average grain size of the samples was determined to be 23 µm including the annealing twin boundaries, and no strong texture was present (Taylor factor = 3.01), as shown in Figure 1.

Table 1. Chemical composition of the material studied (in wt-%)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>C</th>
<th>Si</th>
<th>Mn</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>Fe</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>22.6</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.0072</td>
<td>Balance</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
To observe the hydrogen effect at different strain rates, one set of the 1 mm thick specimens were charged with hydrogen, and a second set was not exposed to hydrogen gas. All the hydrogen gas used in this study had a high purity of 99.999%. The specimens were exposed to the hydrogen gas at a gas pressure of 7.3 MPa at 423 K for 1 week. For these conditions, the comparison of the half thickness of the specimen with the calculated diffusion length of hydrogen revealed that the hydrogen distribution was sufficiently homogeneous throughout the thickness. The hydrogen desorption behavior was analyzed by thermal desorption spectroscopy (TDS) from room temperature to 873 K with a heating rate of 400 K/h. The cumulative diffusible hydrogen content of the samples was measured to be 5.58 wt. ppm (Figure 2).
2.2. Tensile tests and associated microstructure characterization

Tensile tests were conducted for the specimens with and without hydrogen pre-charging at quasi-static strain rates, namely at an initial strain rate of $0.6 \times 10^{-3}$ and $0.6 \times 10^{-4} \text{s}^{-1}$ at ambient temperature. These strain rates were chosen with the purpose of promoting HE with a simultaneous reduction in area by allowing the sweep of hydrogen by dislocations. The samples used for tensile testing were cut from the solution heat-treated material by electro-discharge machining with the dimensions shown in Fig. 3.

Figure 2. Hydrogen desorption rate profile of a hydrogen-charged specimen. (1-column)
Figure 3. Specimen dimensions for tensile testing (unit: mm). (1-column)

Complementary microstructural observations were conducted using SEM, TEM, and electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) to characterize the fracture surface and microstructural details such as dislocations and twins. Furthermore, in-situ SEM observations were performed at an initial strain rate of $0.6 \times 10^{-4}$ s$^{-1}$ in order to observe the effect of hydrogen on the resulting surface topography. For the TEM study, thin foils were extracted from the samples in the form of flat disks with a thickness of 400 µm. These disks were then mechanically thinned down to 80 µm and electropolished on both sides by conventional twin-jet electropolishing with an electrolyte consisting of 80 ml 60% perchloric acid, 500 ml butoxyethanol, and 420 ml 100% acetic acid for obtaining large electron-transparent areas. The electropolishing was conducted at -12 °C under an acceleration voltage of 22.5 V. The electropolishing procedure was used prior to EBSD analysis, which was conducted at 20 kV.

The dislocation density and the twin thickness were determined using the TEM images. Specifically, the dislocation density was calculated based on the total length of the projections of the dislocations onto the foil surface. The foil thickness was determined from the length of the mapped dislocations and the known inclination to the foil plane. Furthermore, the twin thickness was determined as the maximum thickness of a twin lamella, and was measured as the distance between two twin boundaries.
3. Results and discussion

3.1. Effects of strain rate and hydrogen charging on the stress-strain response

Figure 4a shows the engineering stress-engineering strain curves with the corresponding tensile properties of the Fe-23Mn-0.5C TWIP steels with and without hydrogen charging at room temperature and different strain rates. The serrations in the stress-strain curves arise from DSA [6,9,31,32]; accordingly, a negative strain rate sensitivity of the flow stress associated with a reduction in probability of dislocation pinning by carbon [33] is observed. The specimens tested without prior hydrogen-charging did not show a pronounced strain rate dependence for elongation at failure. The hydrogen charging clearly deteriorates the elongation at failure, with the effect being more pronounced at the lower strain rate of $0.6 \times 10^4$ s$^{-1}$ (cf. inset to Fig. 4) The decrease in the tensile properties of TWIP steel upon hydrogen charging was also observed previously [16,23]. In addition, the effect of strain rate on the HE susceptibility has been reported earlier in conventional high strength steels [34,35], but it has not been confirmed in Fe-Mn-C TWIP steels. In fact, only pre-strain rate dependence in TWIP steel before hydrogen charging has been reported previously [17].

The primary reason why the HE was more pronounced at the lower strain rate can be attributed to the fact that sufficiently low strain rates allow the hydrogen to interact with moving dislocations, which in turn promotes HE [36,37]. Figure 4b shows the work hardening rate curves, which are important for identifying if the failure occurred by a fully ductile mechanism. The broken line indicates that the hydrogen-assisted failure does not satisfy the plastic instability condition, indicating that premature brittle fracture had occurred which is in accordance with previous observations on TWIP steel [9,38]. In the following sections, we
show and discuss microstructural factors affecting the strain rate dependence of HE susceptibility.
Figure 4. (a) Tensile behavior and (b) corresponding work hardening behavior of the Fe-23Mn-0.5C TWIP steels with and without hydrogen charging at different strain rates. (1-column)

3.2 Characterization of fracture surfaces

Figure 5a and 5b show the fracture surfaces of specimens that were not charged with hydrogen at strain rates of $0.6 \times 10^{-4}$ and $0.6 \times 10^{-3}$ s$^{-1}$, respectively. Figure 5a1 and 5b1 are the magnified images of the highlighted zone in Figures 5a and 5b, respectively. Both samples showed fully ductile fracture surfaces with a well-developed dimple structure regardless of the actual strain rate.

Figure 5. Fractographs of the specimen tested without prior hydrogen charging a) at $0.6 \times 10^{-4}$ s$^{-1}$ b) at $0.6 \times 10^{-3}$ s$^{-1}$. (2-column)
Figures 6a and 6b show the fracture surfaces of the hydrogen-charged specimens at strain rates of $6 \times 10^{-4}$ s$^{-1}$ and $6 \times 10^{-3}$ s$^{-1}$, respectively. In Figure 6a, a quasi-cleavage feature is observed in the specimen. Figure 6a1 shows the magnified image of the area marked by the square in Figure 6a, revealing more distinct quasi-cleavage fracture. Clearly, the ductile fracture in Figure 6a transformed to quasi-static cleavage after hydrogen charging. This finding is consistent with the results obtained from previous studies on different materials and also TWIP steel [12,19,36,39–42]. In addition, as shown in Figure 6b, it can be observed that at the higher strain rate, cleavage is less pronounced. Moreover, the magnified image shown in Figure 6b1 demonstrates that the quasi-cleavage facets are not as smooth when compared to the facets observed at the lower strain rate, which is probably because of the contribution of the ductile mechanism. The strain rate dependence of the hydrogen-induced quasi-cleavage feature corresponds to the degradation of tensile properties seen after hydrogen charging (cf. Fig. 4). The hydrogen-assisted quasi-cleavage cracking in TWIP steels has been reported to arise from twin boundary cracking [43,44] or martensite-related boundary cracking [27]. Specifically, the boundary cracking modes stem from microstructural stress concentration [45,46]. Therefore, possible microstructural stress concentration sources are demonstrated through multi-probe microstructure characterization in section 3.3.
Figure 6. SEM surface fractographs of the hydrogen-charged specimen a) at $0.6 \times 10^{-4}$ s$^{-1}$ b) at $0.6 \times 10^{-3}$ s$^{-1}$. (2-column)

3.3. Effect of hydrogen on microstructure evolution for different strain rates

In order to clarify the microstructural factors causing the hydrogen-assisted quasi-cleavage fracture and the associated strain rate effect, the microstructural stress concentration sources were identified through microstructural characterization as mentioned above. This revealed that $\varepsilon$ (hcp)- and $\alpha'$ (bcc)- martensitic transformation was not present even after 30% deformation in both the uncharged and hydrogen-charged specimens. This is different from other TWIP steels with high HE susceptibility [27] and can be attributed to the increase in the stacking fault energy as a result of the high Mn concentration [6,47,48]. Consequently, martensite-related boundary cracking was ruled out as the HE mechanism in this study. In
other words, twin boundary cracking is the primary phenomenon triggering HE, as reported for electrochemically hydrogen-charged steels [46].

TEM observations showed that the average dislocation densities of the specimens not charged with hydrogen at high strain rate was slightly less than that for the low strain rate, and the dislocation density around the highly dense dislocation region was measured as $8 \times 10^{13}$ m$^{-2}$ and $3 \times 10^{14}$ m$^{-2}$ at $0.6 \times 10^{-3}$ s$^{-1}$ and $0.6 \times 10^{-4}$ s$^{-1}$, respectively. The increase in dislocation density with decreasing strain rate is attributed to promotion of DSA [49,50]. In addition, TEM results for specimens strained to 30% showed that the average twin thickness in the specimens without hydrogen was less at $0.6 \times 10^{-4}$ s$^{-1}$ (35 nm) than the average twin thickness at $0.6 \times 10^{-3}$ s$^{-1}$ (150 nm). Therefore, microstructural stress concentration and strain hardening arising from subsequent slip-twin interactions at the lower strain rate was more significant than that in the higher strain rate case after 30% deformation [51–53]. The effects of hydrogen charging on the evolution behavior of the dislocation density and the twin thickness are shown below.

Figure 7a shows the RD-IPF map for an uncharged specimen after testing at $0.6 \times 10^{-3}$ s$^{-1}$. In this case, the EBSD analyses were conducted with a beam step size of 200 nm to be able to detect twin plates, which is in accordance with a previous observation of TWIP steel [54]. Deformation twin bundles are observed in Figure 7a. Figure 7b shows the corresponding TEM analyses, which indicates nano-twin formation inside previously formed twins. Nano-twin formation is commonly observed as discussed in previous studies on TWIP steels [1,10,55], irrespective of strain rate and hydrogen-charging, and can be considered as a significant microstructural stress concentration source. Figure 8a shows the RD-IPF map for the hydrogen-charged specimen at $0.6 \times 10^{-3}$ s$^{-1}$. When compared to the uncharged case, an increase in twin density is obvious which is in good agreement with previous studies on
austenitic steels [15, 56, 57]. Figure 8b shows the corresponding TEM analyses where the formation of two different twin variants is visible. Interestingly, the introduction of hydrogen decreased the average twin thickness but did not change the average dislocation density considerably (5 × 10^{13} \text{m}^{-2} in both cases). In particular, the average thickness of the primary twins and secondary twins in the specimens without hydrogen was 150 nm and 17 nm, respectively, whereas, in the hydrogen-charged specimen the average thickness of the primary twins was 120 nm and that of the secondary twins was 14 nm. The current result on the hydrogen effect on dislocation density is different from previous studies that had reported that the introduction of hydrogen increases the dislocation density in conventional steels [58, 59].

![Figure 7](image.png)

**Figure 7.** (a) RD IPF map and (b) TEM image of a specimen not charged with hydrogen after deformation to 30% at a strain rate of 0.6 × 10^{-3} \text{s}^{-1}. The beam step size was 0.2 \text{\mu m}.(2-column)
Figure 8. (a) RD IPF map and (b) TEM image of the hydrogen-charged specimen deformed 30% at $0.6 \times 10^{-3}$ s$^{-1}$. The beam step size was 0.2 μm. (2-column)

Figure 9 shows a set of microstructure results of the hydrogen-uncharged Fe-23Mn-0.5C TWIP steel deformed to 30% strain at $0.6 \times 10^{-4}$ s$^{-1}$. In Figure 9a, twin bundles can be clearly seen similar to the $0.6 \times 10^{-3}$ s$^{-1}$ case. In Figure 9b, the formation of a high dense dislocation wall (HDDW) acting as a barrier against dislocation motion is also observed. However, the subsequently formed deformation twin plates penetrate the HDDW as reported previously [48, 60], indicating that the stress concentration that occurs by interactions between a HDDW and deformation twinning is easily accommodated. From the TEM images, the dislocation density around the highly dense dislocation area and the average thickness of primary twins were determined as $3 \times 10^{14}$ m$^{-2}$ and 35 nm, respectively. In addition, the average thickness of secondary twins was determined as 12 nm. Figures 9c and 9d show SEM images of the specimen surface prior to and after deformation to 30%. In Figure 9d arrows and triangles mark multiple slip banding and void formation, respectively. At higher magnification (Fig. 9e) the slip line and voids are not only clearer, but it becomes also apparent that twining and slip impinge at grain or twin boundaries, which indicates accumulation of stress or plastic strain near the boundaries. The complex microstructure observed during deformation is in accordance with previous studies on TWIP steel [21, 61–64]
Figure 9. Microstructure evolution in an uncharged specimen: a) EBSD map after deformation to 30% at \(0.6 \times 10^{-4}\) s\(^{-1}\), b) corresponding TEM micrograph c) SEM image prior to deformation, d) in-situ SEM image after 30% deformation at \(0.6 \times 10^{-4}\) s\(^{-1}\), e) magnified image of the section marked by the rectangle in Fig. 9d. (2-column)

Figure 10 a shows the corresponding set of microstructural observations for the hydrogen-charged Fe-23Mn-0.5C TWIP steel after tensile deformation to 30% along the tensile direction at \(0.6 \times 10^{-4}\) s\(^{-1}\). In Figure 10a, the formation of twin bundles can be observed. In Figure 10b, the formation of dense dislocations and voids is visible. When compared to the uncharged case, hydrogen did not change the average dislocation density considerably but caused a decrease in the average twin thickness. Specifically, dislocation density and average thickness of primary twins were determined as \(9 \times 10^{13}\) m\(^{-2}\) and 25 nm, respectively. In addition, the average thickness of secondary twins was determined as 9 nm. Even though enhanced microstructural interactions due to hydrogen were also observed in
previous studies [59], an increased dislocation density with the introduction of hydrogen [58,65,66], which would have indicated that the presence of hydrogen in the solid solution increases dislocation motion by decreasing the barriers to dislocation motion, was not observed in the current study. By contrast, comparison of the SEM images recorded prior to (Figure 10c) and after deformation (Figures 10d and 10e) demonstrates that hydrogen enhances the formation of slip bands, twins, and voids. The two twin variants that were observed throughout the microstructure are highlighted in Figure 10e.

Figure 10. Microstructure evolution in a hydrogen-charged specimen deformed 30% at 0.6 × 10^{-4} s\(^{-1}\). a) EBSD map after deformation to 30%, b) corresponding TEM micrograph c) SEM image prior to deformation, d) in-situ SEM image after 30% deformation, e) magnified image of the section marked by the rectangle in Fig. 10d. (2-column)

Figure 11 shows the microstructure of the uncharged and hydrogen-charged specimens at an earlier stage of deformation. Figure 11a1 and 11b1 are the magnified images of the
highlighted zone in Figure 11a and Figure 11b, respectively. The multi-scale images also show hydrogen-assisted slip processes already after 14% deformation, which can be attributed to the hydrogen enhanced localized plasticity (HELP) mechanism [67]. The difference in the slip activity becomes pronounced with increasing strain, as shown by the set of images in Figure 12, which indicates that hydrogen enhances the microstructural activities at all strain level according to the HELP mechanism.

**Figure 11.** Microstructure as observed at 14% deformation and a strain rate of $0.6 \times 10^{-4}$ s$^{-1}$ for a) an uncharged specimen and b) a hydrogen-charged specimen; figs. a1 and b1 provide higher magnification details of the areas marked by the rectangles. (2-column)
Figure 12. Microstructure evolution with strain; top row: uncharged specimen at a) 20% and b) 25% strain; bottom row: hydrogen-charged specimen at c) 20% and d) 25% along with higher magnification details from the areas marked by the white rectangles; the strain rate was $0.6 \times 10^{-4}$ s$^{-1}$ in all cases. (2-column)

3.4. Proposed hydrogen embrittlement mechanism

The microstructure observations revealed that hydrogen charging increased microstructural activities and at the same time led to a decrease in twin thickness. Moreover, in this steel the primary cause of HE is twin boundary cracking, which was suppressed upon an increase in strain rate. These features were enhanced by a decreasing strain rate. Based on these observations, the HE mechanism summarized in Fig. 13 is proposed, which also accounts for the strain rate dependence.

In Figure 13, schematic representation of our proposed model, a primary twin boundary forms first (step 1). This is promoted by the hydrogen charging. Next, the primary twin boundary gets distorted by hydrogen-enhanced slip and secondary twinning (step 2). The slip activity causing the distortion is enhanced by decreasing the strain rate because of the competitive motion of dislocations and diffusible hydrogen. Although hydrogen cannot
segregate on the coherent $\Sigma 3$ twin boundary [68], distorted twin boundaries such as the corner of steps can trap hydrogen [69,70] (step 3). In particular, at a low strain rate, hydrogen-decorated dislocation motion delivers hydrogen to the twin boundary. The subsequently formed secondary twins and nano-twins in the pre-existing primary twin and the slip dislocation pile-up cause microstructural stress concentration on the twin boundary (step 4). Specifically, the microstructural stress concentration increases by hydrogen charging and decreasing strain rate because of the reduction in twin thickness [52, 71]. In particular, thinner twins decrease the effective mean free path of dislocations more when compared to thicker twins and result in a higher microstructural stress concentration [8, 72, 73]. When the stress concentration cannot be accommodated plastically because of a reduction in the cohesive energy resulting from the presence of hydrogen, twin boundary cracking occurs (step 5). Since the cohesive energy depends on the segregated hydrogen content on the twin boundary, the delivery of hydrogen by the strain-rate dependent hydrogen decorated dislocation motion is crucial. More specifically, since a high amount of hydrogen is delivered by a dislocation at a low strain rate, the quasi-cleavage facets become sharper as compared to the high strain rate case, cf. Figure 6, and the fracture mode changes to quasi-cleavage, particularly at a low strain rate.
4. Conclusion

In this study, the effects of strain rate on the susceptibility for embrittlement of Fe-23Mn-0.5C TWIP steel charged with hydrogen gas were investigated by tensile testing at ambient temperature. The strain rates chosen were $0.6 \times 10^{-3}$ and $0.6 \times 10^{-4}$ s$^{-1}$. From the work presented herein the following conclusions can be drawn:

1) Hydrogen embrittlement is substantially more pronounced at low strain rates.

2) Hydrogen enhances the microstructural interactions, which contribute to the strain hardening mechanism of TWIP steel, i.e. slip formation and slip-twin interactions. Twin-slip
interactions contributed to strain hardening more at low strain rates because of thinner twins. However, the introduction of hydrogen did not change the average dislocation density considerably.

3) Twin boundaries get distorted by hydrogen-enhanced microstructural activities, which are more pronounced at a low strain rate. The corner of the distorted twin boundaries traps hydrogen and promotes twin boundary cracking due to microstructural stress concentration at the twin boundary.

4) Hydrogen charging changes the fracture mode from ductile to quasi-cleavage at a low strain rate. However, less cleavage was observed at high strain rates.
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